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The changing
landscape of
potential threats
As Michael Conway of Renaissance explains, the level
of sophistication shown by cyber-attacks means that
companies are having to up their game to protect their assets

T

he rate of change
around security and
attacks is now faster than before, and
it means companies
need to re-evaluate how they
view the threat landscape.
“The environment has
changed quite dramatically
and is probably going to continue to change,” said Michael
Conway of Renaissance. “If we
look back five years ago, people
were looking at a fairly minimal benign type of protection,
your firewalls, antivirus, all
that stuff, but relatively simple stuff.
“In the last 24 to 36 months,
we’ve seen more and more
people looking to deliver integrated technologies which
are more sophisticated, and
look at behaviour and the environment.”
Time brings changes and
in the case of security, such
changes arrive more frequently

than before. Once a simple part
of a business, and limited to
having a firewall and antivirus, modern security set-ups
now consist of numerous parts
designed to keep all parts of a
business secure.
As these types of attacks
become more sophisticated,
Conway said the focus is now
on analysing behaviour and
the environment. By using
newer methods like AI, they
have a better chance of spotting
hidden threats before they can
cause problems.
“Using AI and other types of
technologies and behavioural
AI, machine learning - ultimately these are things that
are learning from people’s behaviour and other actions that
are happening,” said Conway.
“What you have to do now
is identify that something is
happening, respond to it and
remediate it. You put in the
best protection you can, now

you have a response plan, a
remediation plan. You’re saying you can never be 100 per
cent protected, [so] let’s not
pretend you can. Let’s get the
best protection we possibly
can, identify, respond and investigate breaches.”
Part of the reason such technologies are becoming more
popular is down to how different attacks can be. Malware
and viruses are now more sophisticated than ever - mainly
because of how big a business
data is for criminals - and the
difference in signatures used
means that new ones are being
discovered.
Factor in the methods these
attacks use to bypass traditional or known defences, and it’s
not enough to try and block
them: you need technology
that will actively squash them
before they can do anything.
“We’re seeing some really
interesting technologies that

will demonstrate it as well so if
an event occurs at an endpoint,
it’ll shut that end-point down,”
said Conway. “It will isolate it
and look at that event . . . identify it, stop it, shut it down, and
then look to see how potential
is it that vulnerability which
is now just being identified,
it doesn’t exist anywhere else
in the environment to shut it
down. It’s using intelligence in
a good, sensible way.”
That said, Conway warns
against getting hung up on
terms like AI and machine
learning. While they are starting to gain prominence in new
services, they are only tools
to help stay a step ahead of
attackers by identifying unknown behaviours.
The real development is how
this technology will make its
way from larger organisations
to the smaller ones, giving
them a better chance of dealing
with such problems.

Michael Conway, director, Renaissance

“If you were to [look] 24 to
48 months out, you’re going
to see more of those [types
of technologies], but I think
you’re going to see more of
those deployed right through
the mainstream environment.
It’s not just enterprise-type organisations,” Conway said.
“Typically at the moment,
you’ll see these as enterprise-type technologies for
enterprise organisations, but
you’re probably going to see
them into the more mid-market area and down to the small
market.”
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For the companies that are
on the smaller end, outsourcing your security responsibilities is probably the best option
for them for a simple reason:
keeping talent is incredibly difficult. Conway mentions that
unless you’re a large company,
it’s difficult to keep up with the
many changes and demands
security requires.
“If you’re in a large enterprise organisation and you
have a security team, you have
a chance of keeping up to date
but in reality, you can’t because
you’ll spend most of your time
day-to-day managing your
environment, managing your
security, your policies, your
compliance,” he said.
“It’s almost essential to
outsource elements of that
through specialist organisations who are keeping abreast

of the technologies, and the
changes. That’s fundamental
to going forward.”
Conway likens it to the medical profession, where you have
regional hospitals but also centres of excellence for specialist fields like cancer treatment
and surgery.
The same thing applies to security as well: few companies
can have a really robust security team, so partnerships with
security companies are key.
“You have to have specialists,
and centres of excellence in the
IT security space have to be
typically outsourced because
nobody is of the [right] scale,”
Conway said.
“Even the large enterprises,
the largest banks and global
companies, they work with
partners whether they be
Accenture, IBM or whatev-

er. They just can’t keep those
specialist skills. The specialists
want to be exposed to all the
new stuff. Organisations can’t
retain those people because
they want to be playing with
the latest toys, so they need to
be agile.”
Those specialist workers
are now key to the security
industry, not just companies,
but specialist security companies as well, and if you’re
lucky enough to have one in
your company, Conway warns
that the pull of bigger projects
and opportunities could tempt
them away.
“To have a specialist, it’s virtually impossible at this point,
and even if you get somebody
there, you can’t keep them, so
you have them for six months
or 12 months. That becomes a
real challenge.”

Keeping pace with
ransomware’s
constant evolution
While the rate of ransomware attacks is on
the decrease, businesses should be vigilant
as newer and more sophisticated attempts
emerge, writes Quinton O’Reilly
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f you compare it with
the frequency of attacks
over the past couple of
years, the overall trend
of ransomware appears
to be decreasing. While that’s
good news, the potential issue is that businesses lull
themselves into a false sense
of security, thinking they’re
safer because fewer attacks
are happening.
Instead, organisations must
avoid complacency and remain vigilant as newer, more
sophisticated attacks continue
to emerge, said Fortinet’s director of enhanced technologies Steve Mulhern.
“In August, we saw the
latest attack known as Ryuk
ransomware, which appears
to have been significantly different and more sophisticated than last year’s WannaCry
and Petya attacks,” he said.
“Ryuk ransomware is highly
targeted, involves extensive
network mapping, network
compromise and credential
stealing.”
“There are also strong indicators that it originated in
North Korea, which takes the
nature of the threat to another
level.”
Mulhern said that Ryuk
was targeted specifically at
large corporations and organisations because of their
perceived ability to pay large
ransoms to recover files. This
motive means larger companies should anticipate such
attacks to happen, and not be
caught off-guard.
“Cybercriminals are constantly on the look-out for
an easy target and coming up
with new ways to infiltrate
them, with such a clear path
in it’s no wonder someone
took advantage of it,” he said.
“Organisations aren’t helping,
simply because they are not
taking care of the basics of
patching and updating.”
So how can organisations
protect themselves against

Steve Mulhearn, director of
enhanced technologies UKI &
DACH at Fortinet

ransomware? Mulhern said
the most important and arguably the easiest protection was
to ensure good cyber-hygiene.
Keeping operating systems up
to date and regularly applying
security patches will ensure
that any weak point in a system is fixed before it can be
taken advantage of.
The other important reason
for keeping systems updated
is because if you don’t, any
additional security will be
hampered. Additional layers of security need to work
with a valid and up-to-date
IT infrastructure to mitigate
threats.
Another highly recommended security measure is
sandboxing, which isolates
code into a virtual environment where it can be executed
and tested before entering the
network. Anything detected
as malicious will not be allowed to proceed, but Mulhern warns that cybercriminals are always looking to find
ways to fool these systems.
“Unfortunately, some ma-

licious code has developed
to a point where it can detect
the sandbox and disguise itself until it is cleared onto the
network,” he said. “To stay a
step ahead of the cybercriminals, security must now detect
malicious code that is actively
disguising itself.
“This is where advanced
threat protection shows its
worth. Advanced threat protection is all about preparing
for the next generation of
ransomware attack, by proactively detecting certain signatures and behaviours that
would suggest a malicious
executable.
Signature detection traditionally monitors for an exact
match of a known malicious
code. However, with thousands of variations of the same
code able to sneak past these
systems, newer pattern recognition systems are needed.”
Mulhern said that while
recognising code is one thing,
it is also important to deeply
analyse and detect code that
is searching to see if it is in
a sandbox environment. By
spotting malicious code in
this way, it’s possible to render
evasion technology irrelevant.
On top of that, a global
threat network can provide
further advantages by identifying threats early and sharing that knowledge the spread
of malicious software can be
halted sooner.
“Ransomware attacks will
only become more prolific
as Ransomware As A Service
[RAAS] gains traction on the
dark web, allowing people
to simply buy and execute
someone else’s malware,”
he said.
“It’s important that IT professionals take a proactive
approach to security to anticipate tactics that hackers
might use, perform effective
threat analysis and implement
proper security measures to
minimise impact.”

